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Abstract. Analytical continuation of the solution for

the Schrodinger equation of inverse square potential, toge-

ther with the modified method for variation of constants

makes it possible to construct admittable self-adjoint ex-

tensions and to completely analyze the respective scattering

problem along the entire line. In this case, the current

density conservation and the wave function continuity when

passing through the singular point x = О require, gene-

rally, that a S-shaped induced potential corresponding to the

constructions of nonstandard analysis should be introduced in

the Schrodinger equation. The relevant calculations have

shown that the potential x can be either absolutely pe-

netrable or absolutely impenetrable, depending on the choice

of admittable singular corrections to the potential. The so-

lution demonstrates the presence of a secret symmetry and

admits a broad range of generalizations.
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Singular potentials have long been studied in quantum me-

chanics. The work fli was one (if not the first) of the pioneer

studies devoted to singular potentials, while the studies of

the Schrodinger equation with o-shaped singularities can be

traced back to the work [2*| . In practice, however, all the sub-

sequent works (see the review \31) studied the potentials with

the P, singularity at r = 0. Recently, the analysis of one-di-

mensional problems with singular potentials has had a revival

of interest among researchers because of the appearance of new

problems, relevant, for example, to topological charge conser-

vation (the transition between states with different topologi-

cal charges treated to be tunneling through an infinitely-high

barrier) \ii [f>l , to solution of nonlinear evolutional equations

£б}» t o
 studying periodic lattices and crystals (including de-

fects and impurities) [7l, etc. The analysis of the problems

gave rise to such a new mathematical formalism as nonstandard

analysis Г8j. The problem examined in the present work is an es-

sential extension of the applicability scope of the nonstandard

analysis because the characteristic objects inherent to the

nonstandard analysis are not specified a priori, but occur in

a natural way in the course of solving the problem. In this con-

nection, the simplest and frequently used argument is worth not-

ing that the accurately-solvable models yield detailed informa-

tion and can be regarded as a "laboratory" for verifying diffe-

renL hypotheses and assumptions.

Examine the stationary one-dimensional Schrodinger equation

[It
1
-

where

= ^/
Ч
 , x e (R . (2)
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The equation (1) is a linear homogeneous differential second-or-

der equation with a regular singular point at x = О and an ir-

regular first-rank singular point at x -*oo (see, for example,

ГэТ). The exponents (roots of determinant equations) of the re-

gular singular point of (1) are ŝ + X , i.e. the representations

5-0

of the wave function ^f (x) are valid in the vicinity of the sin-

gular point x = 0, whereas +ik are the characteristic values

of the irregular singular point (x -><N») . in other words, the

solution in infinity may be formally presented to be the normal

series

jr. X

The representation (3) of the solution of (1) is in correspon-

dence with the Bessel function, and the representation (4) with

the Hankel function. Since the scattering problem is studied in

the present work, we shall proceed from the solution of the equa-

tion (1) corresponding to the expansion (4), i.e. we select the

fundamental pair of solutions:

(5a)

(5b)

where H^ ' ' (2) is the Hankel function; the functions 1ъ(Х, к, х)

are sometimes called the Ricatti-Hankel functions). In this case,

[Ч,И4.

The solution (5) are known (see, for example, м-Oj ) not to be

quadratically-integrable at \\[ > 1, In other words, H^
1
'
2
*(z)f.

d Ъ
2
(0, + ею); the defect index of the operator H^ = -d /dx +
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+ U(x) is

(7)

i.e. the operator H+ is self-adjoint (the spaces (-00 , 0) and

(0, oo) are the respective defective subspaces). We shall, there-

for, treat only the values \ G (0, 1) when

and the one-parametric family of self-adjoint extensions of the

operators K + exists. The particular choice of a self-adjoint

expension defines the respective physics (cf. Till ). It should

be noted that the cases of singular (in particular, (2)) and

nonsingular potential are in principle different, namely, the

quadratically-integrable solutions for the Schrodinger equations

(1) form the complete set of wave functions in case of nonsingu-

lar potential, wheresr? the complete set of states in the singu-

lar case is obtained by fixing the asymptotic behaviour of wave

functions near singular points, thereby resulting in a self-ad-

joint extension of the operator.

The choice of the solutions (5) with the asymptotic behavi-

our (6) has fixed the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions for

the equation (1). Before fixing the behaviour of the solutions

in zero, we shall remind the standard definition of the reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients. Usually, the fundamental pair

xs taken to be the pair of fundamental solutions (or of lost fun-

ctions) f^(k, x) and f,(-k, x) characterized by the asymptotic

behaviour

" i (9a)

or f2(k, x) and f-(-kf x) with the behaviour

Since any third solution is a combination of two linear-indepen-

dent solutions, we may write, for example:

!-L|>0 , (10a)
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Considering now the limiting values of the relations (10), it can

be readily verified that (10a) is a solution for the equation (1)
_ A ifV

which approaches e at x -*• - со and the linear combination

C,,e + C,
2
e at x -*• + =•« . Thus, the solution (10a) cor-

responds to the scattering problem where a wave of amplitude C,
2

is incident from x = + &° (the R-case) on the scattering poten-

tial and is then reflected partly with amplitude C,, and passes

partly to -oo with amplitude equaling to 1. This means that the

reflection and transmission coefficients are of the form

(11a)

Similarly, the solution (10b) describes the scattering problem

with a wave incident from the left with the coefficients

•> (12a)

T /L _ _1 . (12b)

In our case, such a program is faced with the difficulty

(1 2)

consisting in that the Hankel functions H^ ' (z) have the re

gular point at z = О which is a branching point, i.e. the re-

lationship between the functions f^fk, x) and f,(-k, x) (and,

respectively, f
2
(k, x) and f-C-k, x)) is ambiguous. At the same

time, the analytical continuation H^
1
'

2
* (e

1?rn
z) (n £ Ж) is

( 1 3 a )

. (13b)

By defining the Wronskian in the standard manner
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' _ Ц) id/ (14)

and using the relation ( 121

whence it follows that

(16a)

we obtain readily that, for example.

i.e. the functions h^ ( л , к, x) ard h^ ( A ,
 e
 k, x) at p ^ 0,

Л =)f n/p ( ft, p>£ Z. ) form a fundamental pair (we use the well-

known theorem (see, for example, £9!) that, in case of two solu-

tions of a homogeneous linear second-order differential equation,

the following three propositions are equivalent: (1) the two so-

lutions form a fundamental pair, (2) the VJronskian of the solu-

tions does not vanish, and (3) the solutions are linearly inde-

pendent) .

On R N 0, thus, any solution for the equation (1) may

be presented as

Basing on the same reasonings for the functions h-( Л , к, е х)
2

and h_( \ , e' "k, e' x) and considering that

(it should be noted that not a single limitation is imposed on

j m €. 2 ) ' we obtain that the solution on R N. 0 for the equation
i ~

| (1) may be presented as

Some other Wronskians to be used below are worth presenting here:



(16d)

nee,

4 [ к

3^ ,

Ж ^
 (

i6f)

We are left only with coordination of (17) and (18) in zero. In

accordance with the expansion (3), the following asymptotic equa-

lities are valid for the functions (5) in the vicinity of x = О

[12]:

where

(21)

From the expressions (19) and (20) it is seen that the (-l)
q
-

type factors may occur when the variable x runs through zero.

It is the determination of the factors that fixes the choice of

an admittable self-adjoint extension. Eventually, by combining

the expressions (17), (18) and the condition of continuation of

the solution through the point x = О leads us to the expressi-

on of the solution for the equation (1) throughout the line

(22)
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where в(х) is the Heaviside stepwise function. Considering

that

, (23,

( 2 5 )

(it is these expressions and the formulas (5) and (15) that

yield immediately the expressions for the Wronskians (16)), we

can rewrite the expression (22) as

where

32)

It should be noted that, everywhere after (22), the values of к

and x are meant to be absolute values.

We shall use a somewhat modified method for variation of

constants, i.e. we shall treat o( _ (k) , &?(k) and, respectively,

ô
 + t
 ol_, 6

 +
 , A dependent on x. As usual, the requirement
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leads to the following pre? -ntation of the expression for cur-

rent density:

The expression (33) may be rewritten as

In this case,

'ХД,*) • (36)

By calculating the second derivative ^"(x) and substituting

then the resultant expression in the equation (1) with potential

(2), we get

(37)

= о.
I From (37) it is seen that the construction of the solution in the

•; form (22) , i.e. the coordination of the solutions (17) on R and

* (18) on Г_ in zero gives rise, in particular, to the third and
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fourth terms in (37). It would have seemed quite obvious to treat

these terms as the singular adder > to the potential (the "induc-

ed potential", as termed in £l3j) which are displays of the

boundary conditions in zero. In this case (as proved by the cal-

culations below), however, the conservation of current and the

continuity of wave function cannot be made sure. Therefore, we

introduce the terms «/(Цх^Л^^ЧС*) and j5>0,*)(U
V
A

v
W(x)

in the right-hand and left-hand parts of (37) . These terms mean

that, as before, we solve the scattering problem for the potenti-

al (2). In this case, however, the functions (5) h,(A , k, x)

and h
2
()» , k, x) must satisfy the equation (1) allowing for the

boundary conditions, i.e. the respective equations take the form

№*) = O
l (

36a)

^ '
 ( 3 8 b )

The above described formulation of the problem will be interpre-

ted somewhat differently below.

Since we may expect that the potentials oV\(x) and oV_(x),

as they are relevant to the boundary condition in zero, will be

of the form analogous with the form of the third and fourth

terms in (37), we shall sought for the two potentials to be of

the form

(39a)

(39b)

ftJ,M>
The form (39) for OV.(x) is quite obvious and agrees with the

general concepts of the quantum-mechanical theory of scattering.

It should be noted, in particular, that the interaction (39) is

of the form of a logarithmic derivative of wave function which,

having been specified, defines the self-adjoint extension of the

operator (the role of logarithmic derivatives (in the radial

case) is described in more detail in fl4j). Besides, as shown
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in Г15], the existence of the o-shaped potential is also in cor-

respondence with the interpretation of interaction to be self-ad

joint extention of the operator.

The allowance for (38) and (39) makes it possible to pre-

sent (37) as

So, the problem in the given stage reduces to solving the

set of equations (35) and (40). Multiplying (35) term-by-term

by the expression

and (40) by the expression

substracting then the resultant expressions from each other and

using the expressions for the Wronskians (16) and the limiting

equalities (19)-(21), we get
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(42)

(here
f
 the terms of the form x-f.o(x), p > O, have been omitted;

the expression for P,(k,X ) and F
2
(k,X ) are given by (20)).

Similar operations with the factors

, t, Л ) ,
 (43

.)

)
 г

(
;
 , е^к) (43b)

lead to the equation
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^^

(44)

From the comparison between the singular terms entering

(42) and (44) it follows immediately that we must put q-, = q~ =

= q and that the condition of absence of these terms defines

unambiguously the relationship between the factors V, and V
2

in the singular corrections (39). The particular expression of

the relationship depends on the form of al (k, x) and ft(k, x)

and will be presented below.

All the operati.is, up to derivation of (42) and (44), were

of absolutely general character and the wave function *-Р(х) in

(22) and (26) was arbitrary. Let us return to the particular

scattering problem described briefly by the relations (10)-(12)
r

Let, for example, *if(х) be equal to f~(k, x ) , i.e. to the funda-

mental solution with the asymptotic behaviour described by the

relation (9b). The comparison between (26) and (10a) has shown

that the choice of the solution in the form f
2
^

k / x
' corres-

ponds to the scattering of a particle incident from the right

(the R-case), i.e. the coefficients Л. (к, х) and fc(k, x)

must be of the form

Л С и е с ) ч ее-*) , (45)

(46)

while the expressions for the scattering coeffcients (11) take

the form
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If the expressions for e/
2
'

k
'

 x
)
 a n d

 Рг'
к
'

 х
'

 a r e
 P

r e s e n t e d

to be

(48a)

к) , (48b)

the comparison between (27)-(32) and (45)-(46) yields the follow-

ing expressions of A2(k) and 1Ц (k):

(49a)

In this case,

(5D

Substituting (48)-{5O) in (42), (44) and making term-by-term in-

tegration, we obtain the connection condition for V, and V_

which makes sure that the singular term is absent:

V r^£i!lLL^_____e V2 'V (52)

It should be noted that, the singular term having been integrat-

ed and excluded, the dependence on к in (42) , (44) disappears,

while the equations (42) and (44) proper turn into a not very

simple algebraic set of linear equations. The solutions for the

set are given by the expressions
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/ (54)
• кчЛ)

where
DIM \\ » _ _ • _ . v / . - i / \

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58a)

(58b)

Y ^ Z + e ^ * ' . e чг - f ( 5 8 c )
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(й)
The requirement that the wave function should be continuous

is one of the fundamental concepts of quantum mechanics. In the

problem treated here, from the relations (26), (45), (46), and

(19)-(21) and from the requirement that the wave function should

be continuous in zero it follows immediately that the conditon

A

=1
holds, or A, and A_ are related to each other as

(60)

л
 ^ = 1

Substituting the expressions (53)-(59) for A. and B, in the con-

dition (61) leads to the quadratic equation for V_ which is solv

ed immediately and yields

(62)

(63)

Thus, the continuity condition (61) makes it possible to find

the expressions for the admissible values of singular corrections

to the potential (39) which define the self-adjoint extension of

the Schrodinger operator (l)-(2). If we require now that Vj

should be real, we shall define the admissible values of the

phase parameter q. In this case, the equality (62) is satis-

fied at

fy [\\) , (64)

^ (
2

) ^ , ^eZ (65)

corresponding to

av (66)aV/
V
 =2.
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The equality (63) gives a real value of V
2
 at

( 6 7 )

О *<(ДХ) =<у ( б 8 )

with the unique value

V^ = 0 {Uo) .
 (69)

Substituting the values of q from (64) and (68) in (5O) and

(51) {using (53)-(59)), we get

• ( 7 0 )

V,

(it should be reminded that the expressions (70) anu (71) are

valid only at the values of V
2
 defined by (66) and (69)), whence,

in accordance with (47), we obtain the scattering coeficier.ts

i.e. the case (66) is in correspondence with the total reflec-

tion of incident particles. In this case, in accordance with

(52), (70), (71), and (66), the value of V
l
 is given by the

expression

i.e. the values of vi
1
'

1
^ and V*

1
'

1
^ are the same. It should be

noted that the expressions (70) and (71) at m = О take the

form
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The same reasonings in case of (69) , lead to

,77,

0 , ,78)

i.e. the case (69) is in correspondence with total transmission.

Accordingly, the resultant expression for V-, is

(2)
and the value of V-J becomes real only at m = 0:

From the above analysis it is seen, however, that the scatter-

ing pattern as i_."e whole may remain meaningful also at the comp-

lex values of V, and V~ (see T16J). In this case the relation

(62) or (63) should still be satisfied, while the phase factor

q may be found not from the condition that the potential V~

should be real, but from the condition of current density con-

servation (34) which is of the standard form in terms of the

scattering coefficients:

1
г
\ = i (81)

and is satisfied automatically in our approach.

Consluding the examination of the case (63), it should be

noted that, under the boundary conditions corresponding to (69)

and (79) or (80) (the case of total transmission), the funda-

mental solution takes the form

(X,t,x)
 7
 X£lK. . (82)

We are left now with the case corresponding to the parame-

ter q = q(n) (65) and the potential v^ 1 # n ) (67). In this case,
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just as in case of (64) and (66), the denominator P{V~,X ) (55)

vanishes, so the two cases are alike. Since the analogues of

;70) and (71) for the q
( n
' value defined by (63) are rather

tedious ac an arbitrary value of m, we shall present the form

of the analogues at m = О only:

(83)

vo*-
1
 ''"""'

 e
 "

 (841

(it is seen that (83) and (84) are in correspondence, to a great

extent, with (75) and (76)), whence

The express';.::.•. (8b) and (86) coincide with the scattering coef-

ficients [1Z) -v.v\ i"3), i.e. we deal with the complete reflec-

tion again. Т'.е д;>гае result is obtained at an arbitrary value

of the parameter, m. Finally, by complete analogy with (74),

w<- have

Having obtained the results (66), (74), (67), (87), (69),

(79) or (8O), (72), (73), (77), (78) and (85), (86), we can re-

turn to the relations (37) and (38). In calculating (37) and
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(38), we proceeded from the standard Schrodinger equation (1).

In this case, the nontrivial boundary conditions in zero mani-

fest themselves as "induced" potentials (39) in the equations

(38). Tlie formalism developed above can readily be used to trans-

fer the given singular point potentials to the equation (1),

thereby eliminating the "auxiliary" problem (38). With this pur-

pose, we replace (1) by the equation

It
1
- к^1..3\/Дх)1цД*)г О (88)

X*
 J

i.e. by the equation with a modified singular barrier (or well)

in the coordinate origin. In the case У (x) = f
2
(k,

 x
) treated

here, the expressions (88), (37), (38), and (39) lead, on using

the definitions (45), (46), and (47), to the following presenta-

tion of Sv~ (x) :

4

/t V,(^T
t
)fL(\l«) + \/ Й . 6 Д k

x>
) c, . (89)

r-V*)r.—-* *—*—
! s

—*—-' •*'*'

Substituting the expressions (74), (66), (72), and (73) for

V
2
, T

R
, and R

R
 in (89) yields immediately

where l'(X,l,*) s\fti£ 'Y (fc#xj is the Ricatti-Bessel function.
Accordingly, in case of (67), (87), (72), and (73) we have

l
iLike the expressions (39), these corrections to the potential

are of point character and of the form of a logarithmic deriva-

tive. It should be noted that the expressions (9O) and (91) are

real; it is also worth reminding that the equation (88) with

the potentials (90) and (91) describes the total reflection.

Remarkably, the substitution of (69), (79), (77), and (78)

in (89) yields
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= 0 . <92>

i.e. the potential (2) is self-adjoint and absolutely penetrable.

Summarizing the above, we may state that the formalism de-

veloped permits the spectral scattering problems to be complete-

ly studied for a sufficiently broad range of singular potentials

and that the results obtained agree with the constructions of the

nonstandard analysis £8J/ with the interpretation of о-shaped

potentials to be self-adjoint extensions £l5j, and with the con-

cepts adopted in fl3j. The study has shown that the addition to

(1) of the arbitrary potential W(x) which does not include any

singular points and is such that

> < = V (93)

does not distort the analysis scheme used above and makes it

possible to calculate the self-adjoint extensions of the res-

pective operators and the spectral characteristics. Information

about the analytical continuation of wave functions at the

branching points is highly important in the given approach. The

displays of secret symmetry (see, for example, (91)) constitute

a very interesting feature of the approach and need being stu-

died further.
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